Antisemitisms: Facing the Longest Hatreds in a post Holocaust World

This introduction to the “world’s longest hatred” will be generally restricted to research focused on personal experiences. I will explore the role of antisemitism in the context of the development of Western European individual and collective identities that created an “imaginable” foundation for the Nazis. What are the roots of antisemitism? How do individual and collective identities shape its various expressions? How is it similar to and different from racism, bigotry, and prejudice? How has it manifested itself in different times and places? Were the Nazis different or part of a continuum? What is the role of imagination? How does antisemitism allow perpetrators to morally justify their actions by shifting their moral universe? Antisemitism is dynamic and durable. Many traditional tropes merge and are mutually exploited from the Left and the Right and reinforced by followers of white nationalist and white supremacist movements. Antisemitism is toxic for democracies.

Focus questions:

➢ Where does antisemitism come from and how does it give meaning to individual and collective identities?
➢ How does antisemitism act as a “virus” – mutating to penetrate societal norms?
➢ Hate cannot be publicly aired without some form of justification. What sources of authority within cultures have legitimated antisemitism?

For classroom discussion:

➢ What was surprising and/or interesting about this reading?
➢ What questions do you have of the text? What needs to be clarified for you?
➢ What are the important ideas and themes for you?
➢ How to deal with issues of identity?

Antisemitism, broadly defined, are feelings, attitudes and acts of prejudice and hatred against Jews. It contains elements of racism, prejudice and discrimination, but is more than that. For instance, how does one explain the power of antisemitism in places where Jews do not even live? It is therefore difficult to encapsulate antisemitic attitudes, imaginary constructs, expressions, fantasies, and behaviors in a single definition. Wrestling with definitions will encourage reflection on what it means to be a targeted people, what is at stake if antisemitism is not recognized, and how irrational and laughable ideas come to “make sense.”¹

Antisemitism, like other hatreds and bigotries often finds a willing audience especially during times of trauma. In many of its manifestations, antisemitism fixates on an apocalyptic logic that fantasizes destroying a “secret, mythical Jewish power” before such imagined power destroys “us.” This moral construct echoes throughout many genocides. Antisemites often stake a moral claim by demonizing “Jews” while seeking some sort of vengeful reckoning against the imagined and perceived “Jewish threat”. Although its poisonous accusations are irrational and counterfactual, they are often presented in terms of “salvation,” “redemption,” or “renewal.” This framework provides the antisemite with a self-affirming yet false sense of “decency” and moral agency. These constructed myths are often embraced when individual or collective identities are threatened or shattered.

¹ A useful working definition to identify antisemitic behaviors can be found at IHRA, https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-antisemitism
and thus it can be argued that embracing antisemitic ideas may help individual self-esteem. This is why ordinary people can embrace antisemitism or, for that matter, any conspiracy theory, and why a ‘positive’ identity can be constructed against the abstract ‘other’ of, in this case, the “Jew.” This abstract construction can provide explanations for any fear or perceived threat while empowering the antisemite with a sense of control in times of confusion. Most significantly, antisemitism is not imposed from above, but finds expression within culture and is product shaped by the individuals who accept it.

Rabbi Jonathan Saks argues that antisemitism acts like a virus, mutating to find new expression. His metaphor of antisemitism as a “mutating virus” will be helpful in giving some shape to the diverse phenomenon of antisemitism.2 His metaphor will allow us to frame how different antisemitic ideas – some even discredited – can exist alongside each other. It will help us to understand how, when society provides an “antidote” for a particular strain, antisemitism reemerges, thrives, grows, and festers to infect people in a new ways. This is a good starting point for us. Antisemitic myths resist reason and once sanctioned, never go away. Instead, like a virus, the myths lay dormant waiting for the next outbreak.

Antisemitism cannot be publicly aired or socially/culturally accepted and internalized without some form of mainstream justification, sanction, or logical construct. What institutions, ideologies, sources of authority, collective mentalities and loyalties justify and promote antisemitism as something “decent” within cultures? Antisemitic ideas repeat, but the language shifts to suit cultural norms. Antisemitism exists and is accepted within cultural structures of expression, hopes, emotions, and symbolic meanings. Often these are implicit or even unconscious (racial, religious, national, historical), but they form the framework of cultural reference points. This is especially true within constructed memories or national identities. It is very difficult to deconstruct antisemitic myths and fantasies that are “imagined” or more to the point, “imaginable” within the hearts of minds of those seeking explanations. Thus, confronting it is a difficult, but necessary task which allows us to identify and respond to the different strains and the institutions, norms, and beliefs that sanctions its expression.

Antisemitism should be spelled without a hyphen. Unlike anti-Judaism, which is an aversion to Judaism (religion), Wilhelm Marr’s 1879 “League for Anti-Semitism” was focused only on Jews as a “racial” threat. Thus, Marr’s views and his agenda of targeting Jews as a “race” is clarified by removing the hyphen. Otherwise, as Holocaust deniers do, one could blur the meaning of the term and deflect its challenge by claiming that anti-Semitism is a war against all “Semitic” – a linguistic and ethnology grouping that includes Akkadians, Phoenicians, and Arabs.

Overview: Before the Mutations
As the first monotheistic religion, Judaism was an abnormality in the ancient, polytheistic world. After the destruction of the first Jewish Temple in Jerusalem (585BCE), the period of the Babylonian Exile reshaped Judaism. In Babylon they were called “Jews” (‘from the kingdom of Judah’) and never gave up their connection to the land of Judah. A basic religious question they faced (to paraphrase Psalm 137) was “How can we sing the songs of Zion in a foreign land?” Their response began to shape their tradition. In Babylon, they began to preserve their community through reaffirming their belief in one God through practice and rituals, writing their history, and developing courts and institutions.

In 538 BCE Cyrus of Persia issued an edict allowing Jews to return to their land and build a Temple in Jerusalem. A small minority returned from Babylon and began rebuilding the Temple in 515 BCE. The Torah (Written Law, 1st five books of the Tanakh, the Hebrew Bible) became the authoritative code of the Jews and Judah became a vassal state of Persia.

In 332BCE things changed dramatically when Judah suddenly found itself the vassal state of Macedonia, a Greek state led by Alexander the Great. This was the beginning of the Hellenistic Period. An infusion of Greek peoples and cultures dramatically changed the region. These Greeks encountered ‘curious’ people who

---

lived scattered around the hills of Jerusalem and around the Temple, who did not speak Greek, used smoky lamps and had no statues to their God. “Judaism” (all isms are Greek) is the Hellenistic interpretation of what and who these people were. Feelings against Jews, often in urban areas, were part of a larger phenomenon: Greeks did not like foreigners and attached no special significance to Jews.

In general, the Greeks left the Jews alone. They allowed the Jews to run their own country, declared that the law of Judah was the Torah, and attempted to preserve Jewish religion. The Greeks set about translating the Torah, calling it the Septuagint after the number of translators it required (septuaginta is Greek for “seventy”). The Septuagint is a watershed in Jewish history. This translation would make the Hebrew religion into a world religion by making the Hebrew Scriptures available to the Mediterranean world.

Jews faced a constant struggle between observing their religious customs and being sensitive to local traditions. As a group, Jews were sometimes blamed for the “anger of the gods” when natural disasters befell a community. A common reaction to Jews was that they were “lazy” (not working on the Sabbath) and were “strange” due to their food and purity laws. Others saw them as “atheists” who, having no statues, “worshipped the clouds.” However, being different did not mean that ancient peoples were necessarily hostile to Jews. In fact, Judaism attracted followers. Many Greeks and Romans were fascinated by Judaism’s philosophical elegance. Despite this, Roman stereotypes of Jews reflected ancient prejudices. Ideas circulated that Jews were exclusive and chose to isolate themselves. One factor contributing to this belief may have been circumcision which violated the Greco-Roman aesthetic.

After two centuries of peace under the Persians, the Hebrew state found itself once more caught in the middle of power struggles between two great empires: the Seleucid state with its capital in Syria and the Ptolemaic state, with its capital in Egypt. Once more, Judah, the vassal state, would be conquered and would change hands seven times between 319 and 302 BCE.

Watershed: Jewish reaction to Hellenization
For Jews in the Diaspora (dispersion) a choice had to be made about how to live in the Greek world. Like others in the region, many Jews bitterly resented the Greeks. In a state founded on maintaining the purity of the Hebrew religion, the gods of the Greeks and Greek customs seemed wildly offensive. However, the Greeks brought a new concept of citizenship that would allow foreigners to become part of society. All that was needed, potentially, was to speak Greek, be accepted by a community, and participate in Greek civic rituals.

Was assimilation possible? Although many Jews lived in the numerous Greek cities and spoke Greek, they could not remain traditionally Jewish and also take part in Greek civic rituals. In the end, many Jews accepted Greek ways: They sacrificed in the public arena, played games and went to the gymnasium. Jews who did not conform (although many spoke Greek) were now seen as a threat to the survival of the Greek world and its dream of a universal Hellenistic culture.

There were degrees of assimilation (using the fork and knife, dramatic arts, literature, and internalizing views), but in the end, Jews would have to give up their way of life to become assimilated. Jews therefore were faced with the choice of either collaborating or resisting. A crisis had come to Jewish identity.

In 167 BCE the Seleucid king Antiochus IV forbade the practice of “Judaism.” He outlawed: Sabbath/festivals (historical memories); sacrifice to one God; Jewish dietary laws; circumcision; and Temple worship. Antiochus desecrated the Temple, imposed idolatry and the eating of pig. Those who did not eat the pig, he declared, were Jews! In response, the Maccabees (a group led by Judah Maccabee) rebelled against Antiochus IV and for a brief time, reestablished Judah as an independent state. Their revolt is marked by the festival of Hanukkah.
In the next thirty years, the new Jewish state stabilized itself. A new ruling dynasty, the Hasmoneans (Greeks out) and new high priests became leaders of a sovereign state of Judea. With a new focus for the Jewish people, pilgrimages to Jerusalem increased, as did Temple support. Judea was once again a political power and could make alliances. A major alliance was made with the Roman Republic.

The Romans expanded throughout the Mediterranean and eventually gained control of approximately two million Jews. In 63 BCE Pompey invaded Judea and Jerusalem after siding with one of two brothers who claimed the throne of Judea. Eventually, Herod the Great would secure power over the region from 37-4 BCE by collaborating with Rome. Jews were granted certain rights. They were allowed freedom of religion; the right to a communal life - and all the institutions of communal life, such as a place of assembly (synagogue – Greek word for assembly), holidays, and meals; a system of justice – based on patrious nomos (“ancestral law”). Jews did not have to appear in court on or before the Sabbath, were not required to perform military service and were allowed to collect funds for the Temple in Jerusalem. Jews knew that their rights relied upon the whims of the ruler in Rome. Jews were not granted the right of Roman citizenship, but could gain that status by buying it, being a freed slave, through inheritance, or through political favors. The Christian disciple Paul (Saul), for example, probably inherited his Roman citizenship while continuing his Jewish beliefs and practices.

Growing Jewish demands for citizenship caused tensions. Greeks resented Jews who were allowed to keep their own traditions and yet still ask for their citizenship. Deadly riots against Jews broke out in places like Alexandria. Into this world, a Jew, Jesus (Greek form of Joshua) was born in Roman occupied Palestine.

1st Mutation: Anti-Judaism and the Christian Imagination

I remember once hearing Elie Wiesel say that he never met any Christians around Sighet, his hometown, but he knew he was afraid of them. Fr. John Pawlikowski’s (retired Professor of Social Ethics. Director, Catholic-Jewish Studies Program, Catholic Theological Union, Chicago) observed that, “By themselves, Christian anti-Judaism and antisemitism did not generate the Shoah. But, they were the indispensable “seedbed” for Nazis.” How did Christianity create the initial framework for antisemitism? How do I, as someone raised Catholic, wrestle with and confront the antisemitism in my own tradition?

It is important to first ground Jesus as a Second Temple Jew living in the eastern Mediterranean. Jewish life then, as today, was diverse. Jewish customs and traditions varied throughout the Roman Empire. Within Judaism a main tension in the first century CE was the different views about Jewish identity expressed by “Hellenistic” Jews and the Jews in Palestine. Hellenistic Jews were assimilating into Roman life and presenting Judaism within the context of Greek philosophy. These were Torah missionaries teaching that God could be found in the home and synagogue, not necessarily within the Temple and its ritualistic, priestly sacrifice system. While Hellenistic Jews were making Judaism more culturally appealing by redefining the world in spiritual, not national terms, Jews in Palestine were rejecting assimilation and seeking instead to renew and purify Judaism. The Tanakh and the Temple in Jerusalem continued to unite the ever-changing Jewish world.

When focusing on Jewish life in Roman Palestine one can see a crisis in Judaism fomented by Roman occupation. Around the time of Jesus’ birth, approximately two thousand Jews were crucified at the gates of Jerusalem by the Romans. The Roman Procurator, Pontius Pilate later delighted in violating the Temple, whipping up the furor of Jews, and sending in troops to slaughter the “troublesome” Jews who had gathered in protest. Judaism around Jerusalem was understandably focused on resisting the Roman occupier. The many Jewish sects in Palestine often saw the world as corrupted and shrouded in darkness. Messiah sects sought to ‘purify’ Judaism from the corruptions caused by occupation in order to restore a “true” Israel. Some sects talked of open rebellion (ie: Maccabees, Zealots, Essenes) and envisioned a renewal and rebirth of a purified Jewish nation. The mikveh (ritual bath) became a symbolic way to spiritually cleanse members while demonstrating that Judaism was not a birthright, but something earned and demonstrated through renewal.
Palestine Jewry was opposed to the Roman Empire and those working with it. The High Priest, appointed by the Roman procurator, was seen as a collaborator. Interestingly, when Pilate was reprimanded and dismissed by Rome, the High Priest Caiaphas left with him. The High Priest served under the bidding of the procurator and Roman authority (not the other way around). The Temple, viewed as central to Judaism, was also seen as having been corrupted by the Sadducees (aristocrats) who ran the Temple and had worked to keep Jewish ritual practices alive through ongoing accommodation with the Romans. As resentments and tensions grew and the line between accommodation and collaboration grew narrower, a new spiritual movement began to galvanize support amongst the general Jewish population suffering under Rome. This movement was led by the Pharisees who preached an alternative vision of Judaism that grew into a popular movement.

Believing that Roman occupation was a punishment from God, the Pharisees preached that freedom would come only when Judaism was emancipated from the “corrupted” Temple system of atonement. They believed in a traditional Jewish messiah (one who would bring peace and freedom to the world) and life after death. They preached about Torah study, acts of repentance, thanksgiving, and loving kindness. They were concerned that the extremist and often apocalyptic messiah sects in Palestine might bring destruction in their zealous drive to purify the faith through confrontation with the Romans.

How were Jews viewed by others? Stereotypes about Jews were prevalent in the Greco-Roman world. Jews, claiming that there was one God, were seen as peculiar in a polytheistic culture. Many saw them as atheists. Jews seemed to “worship the air” (praying to heaven). And yet, due to their ancient heritage and the Tanakh they were held in certain esteem by the authorities. Of course, this prestige was reliant on the whim of the Roman leader. Julius Caesar, for instance, granted special waivers to Jews to be exempt from certain taxes or serve in the military. With Jews already perceived as “different” this special status created resentment. Additionally, the Romans recognized the Sabbath thus giving Jews something truly incomprehensible in an empire built on slavery; a day off. Jews, it was thought, must be lazy. Many even began to believe that Jews were only using their “religion” to secure special benefits. Some Roman leaders became worried that a group, whose festivals continually spoke of freedom, were being given the opportunity to organize. Tension continued to grow.

Dr. Robin Scroggs describes the movement begun by Jesus and continued after his death as another reform movement within Judaism. There is little evidence that Christians had a separate identity apart from the Jews during this time or defined themselves as a religion over and against Judaism. They were a Jewish messiah sect shaped by ideas of renewal and rebirth with a singular mission to spread the Tanakh to gentile communities. Like the Pharisees, they believed in renewal, life after death and the seeking of religious purity. Paul (Saul) was a Pharisee who never rejected his Jewish identity. Paul maintained a high regard for Torah and for the ritual dimensions of Judaism. This tradition was similar to Hellenistic Jewish efforts and scholarship suggests that Jesus envisioned developing a special religious community within Israel, not as a separatist sect removed from it. The majority of Jews (reflected by the weeping women along the path to Jesus’ crucifixion) would have seen Jesus’ life within their common experience as Palestine Jews.

The development of a separate religious identity would evolve over the coming centuries through very difficult experiences. A crucial turning point was the Jewish-Rome war in Palestine in the decades after Jesus’ death. In 64CE the Jewish leadership of the Jesus movement was annihilated by the Romans. Peter himself was crucified upside down. When the Jewish rebellion broke out against Rome two years later, the Jesus movement remained generally on the sidelines due to the lack of any cohesive leadership. In 70CE Roman legions destroyed the Second Temple and by 73CE destroyed the remaining Jewish sects including the zealots on Masada. It is estimated that well over a half million Jews were slaughtered in the rebellion. The only groups surviving intact were the Jesus movement and the Pharisees. Each was suspicious of the other.
The destruction of the Temple raised fundamental questions for the traumatized survivors of the rebellion against Rome. Had God abandoned them? If so, why? Could Judaism survive? Mainstream Judaism turned towards the popular Pharisees who had been preaching a vision of Judaism without the Temple. There was a natural and understandable inclination to accept their portrait of messianic sects (the ones that drove the rebellion) as dangerous to Jewish life. Judaism began to embrace the Pharisaic ideas of “moving mountains” (Torah?) from the Temple to the home and synagogue. Rabbinic Judaism under the leadership of the Pharisees began to reshape Judaism. They developed the oral Torah that would eventually become the Talmud (“teaching” or “study”). Talmudic tradition, rooted in Jewish belief in an all-powerful God, fostered debate and textual interpretation (midrash) around the question of why Jews suffer. Jewish thought sometimes concludes that suffering is a punishment by God for sin. Jewish spiritual life also recognizes, however, a loving God who recognizes human imperfection and seeks to give people the freedom to find the path home. The Tanakh and Talmud serve as guides along that path to reconciliation for Pharisaic Judaism. Over time, with this renewed focus on learning and with the rejection of messianic movements, Rome was eventually able to accommodate them.

Followers of The Way (Christianity’s original designation) begin to see renewal in other terms. They drew different conclusions from the meaning of the destruction of the Temple and became disturbed by mainstream Judaism’s apparent acquiescence to the Romans. It is important to restate that the Pharisees become the true leaders of Judaism only after the destruction of the 2nd Temple. It is in this aftermath of destruction and trauma that the both the Talmud and Gospels were written. The Gospels were written to fledgling communities who saw emerging rabbinic Judaism as unwelcome competition and were traumatized by the rebellion as well as the death of Jesus and his initial disciples.

Both the Talmudic and Gospel traditions can be seen as positive assertions of hope from trauma, but need to be read as post-trauma texts. Both use the storyteller’s art of revisiting scriptural stories to discover new meanings as survivor peoples. That was how the Tanakh was originally constructed. It is perhaps useful to read these texts as post-traumatic texts. However, through their different approaches, they also became competing ideas. Rooted in real memories and oral history the Gospels were also shaped by the realities of life in post Temple Palestine. Reading the Gospels in this context, one could read Gospel stories of ‘evil’ Pharisees rejecting Jesus as perhaps reflecting the growing animosity and tension arising between rabbinic Judaism and “the Way” at the time of their writing. As many of Jesus’ teachings reflect Pharisaic thinking and the Gospels often cite conversations Jesus had with Pharisees, it is likely that Jesus and his followers would be confused by the degree of enmity with which the Gospels treat the Pharisees. In much the same way, Gospel stories depicting large Jewish crowds assembling outside Pilate’s house calling on him to deal with the troublesome Jesus during his arrest seem problematic. It is difficult to envision the brutal Pilate allowing a Jewish mob to assemble and intimidate him during Passover, well known to the Roman authorities as the festival of freedom.

A separate Christian identity began to crystalize around the writing of the gospels. Written after the destruction of the 2nd Temple (Mark’s gospel perhaps begun just before) the gospels conclude that this was a time of a new beginning. According to L. Michael White, Professor of Classics and Director of the Religious Studies Program University of Texas at Austin,

The gospels are not biographies in the modern sense of the word. Rather, they are stories told in such a way as to evoke a certain image of Jesus for a particular audience. They’re trying to convey a message about Jesus, about his significance to the audience and thus we have to think of them as a kind of preaching, as well as storytelling.3

This “New Israel” was to be revealed and shaped through Jesus’ teachings and the revelations of a New Testament. The gospels were seen as the “fulfillment” of the scriptures and thus another “answer” to the question of Jewish suffering. Jesus had suffered for all in order to free humanity from sin. The destruction of the Temple symbolized the end to one phase of Judaism as divine punishment for sin. Jesus, it was believed, offered a new beginning by “fulfilling” the Tanakh. Living word had become living flesh. Christianity came to see itself as having displaced Judaism in the eyes of God. This understanding and new identity created a terrible legacy of rejection of rabbinic Judaism while promoting the superiority of gospel Christianity. Indeed, as Regina Schwartz, Northwestern University, suggests, monotheistic religious traditions often create a social memory based upon a belief in the “scarcity of truth”; that one religious tradition exclusively holds and dispenses the only truth. This is often a recipe for violence.

Today, in the aftermath of the Holocaust, Christian churches have tried to unpack the implications of this theological understanding. The Catholic Church has developed a different understanding that the covenant with Jews was never broken; God does not break promises. The recent changes in the Nicene Creed (the expression of Christian faith written in the 4th century CE in an attempt to unify the Church during the time of Constantine) reflect this growing sensitivity. No longer do Christians profess that Jesus came “in fulfillment of the Scriptures” but now “in accordance with the Scriptures.”

The Jewishness of Jesus revealed itself as a difficult issue early on. When Greco-Roman followers of Judaism (who would often gather outside synagogues to overhear ethical teachings) became attracted to Jesus, they had a singular problem: Did they need to convert to Judaism to become followers of Jesus? The question was deeply debated by the apostles and by Paul at the Council of Jerusalem in 49CE. The conclusion – specifically dealing with the issue of circumcision – was no. Greeks and Romans began to flock to the new tradition. But here, context is everything. Being an apocalyptic movement (Paul especially) it was determined that there simply was not enough time to adhere to traditional Jewish practices. From the Council’s point of view (made up predominately of Jews) it was more important to save souls in the limited time left for humanity than to follow traditional practices. Judaism teaches that under certain circumstances, Jews must choose life over ritual and tradition. In the Nazi concentration camp, for example, if a starving Jew came across pork, the rabbi could easily encourage its consumption. Thus, the Council’s ruling certainly reflected a Jewish approach to this difficult question.

As Greeks and Romans gradually assumed leadership of the movement in the wake of the war against Rome, a separate identity, “Christianity” (from the Greek, meaning “follower of Christ”) developed. When did the separation become clear? When did church separate from synagogue? It is difficult to find conclusive answers. By the 5th century, The Way had retransformed itself from a Jewish movement into a Greco-Roman one and had adopted its Greek title. Laws developed that were framed within the context of pre-existing Greco-Roman anti-Jewish stereotypes by bishops who later possessed legal authority within the Roman Empire. Christian identity and thought evolved through Melito, Constantine, the Nicene Creed, St. John Chrysostom and St. Augustine. Christians began to identify themselves as against Jews (Adversos Judeos) by claiming that Jews had failed to recognize their messiah; were thus spiritually blind; and were the new Cain, condemned to wander. One example from St. John Chrysostom’s Commentary on Romans 9-11:

How dare Christians have the slightest intercourse with Jews, those most miserable of all men. They are lustful, rapacious, greedy, perfidious bandits – pests of the universe! Shall I tell you of their plundering, their covetousness, the abandonment of the poor, their thefts, their cheating in trade? The synagogue is not only a brothel and a theater, it is a den of robbers and a lodging for wild beasts...the dwelling of demons...their condition is not better than that of pigs or goats because of their wanton ways and excessive gluttony...The Jews are the odious assassins of Christ and for killing God there is no explanation, no indulgence, no pardon. Christians may never cease vengeance...It is incumbent on all Christians to hate the Jews.

The popular Catholic hymn the “Lord of the Dance” (written in 1963) illustrates how Christian self-identity came to equate the rival Pharisees as “evil” and Christianity as “triumphant” with a New Covenant:
I danced for the scribe & the Pharisee
But they would not dance & they wouldn't follow me
I danced for fishermen, for James & John
They came with me and the Dance went on: …

I danced on the Sabbath & I cured the lame
The holy people said it was a shame!
They whipped & they stripped & they hung me high
And they left me there on a cross to die! …

I danced on a Friday when the sky turned black
It's hard to dance with the devil on your back
They buried my body & they thought I'd gone
But I am the Dance and I still go on!

These lyrics also illustrate one of the most powerful and damaging Christian myths about Jews: the deicide charge that Jews, not the Romans, killed Jesus. This tradition which allowed for the spread of Christianity through the Empire was reshaped by the Council of Trent (1545-1563) and more specifically with Nostra Aetate (“In our Age”) at the Second Vatican Council in 1965:

[N]either all Jews indiscriminately at that time, nor Jews today, can be charged with the crimes committed during his passion. . . Consequently, all must take care, lest…

This was reinforced by the “Notes on the Correct Way to Present Jews and Judaism in Preaching and Teaching the Roman Catholic Church” in 1985. These statements, however, did not “exonerate Jews”, but rather acknowledged that the Church had falsely accused and victimized Jews over time.

Despite these contemporary canonical statements and growing understanding that Jesus lived and died as a Jew and was executed by the Romans, Christian tradition had embraced the deicide charge as “proof” of Jewish evil. The deicide myth entered Christian imagination at least by the 2nd century CE through the teachings of Melito of Sardis. Melito wished to solidify a new identity for his followers by separating them from “those” Jews. Jews soon became portrayed as an evil cabal forcing a weak-willed Pilate into killing Jesus. Vatican II and the subsequent documents are clear that this, of course, is bad history. Regardless, by the medieval period, Christians, far removed from the fall of the Roman Empire, took this teaching to heart, despite its inversion of history. It was customary by the 9th century for Christians to seek out a Jew on Good Friday (the day Jesus died) and punch him in the face.

The following will illustrate the tropes (a rhetorical device, as metaphor) historically used by the Church to teach the deicide myth:

This 15th century mural (left) from St. Catherine’s Chapel, Landau, Germany shows Jews nailing Jesus to the cross. Note the sinister look on the faces of the executioners and the distinguishing hat. The hat and other distinguishing markings were created to identify and separate Jews at the Church’s 4th Lateran Council in 1215. - Boonstra, Janrense, Hans Jensen, and Joke Kniensmeyer, eds. Antisemitism: A History Portrayed. Anne Frank Foundation, Amsterdam, 1989.
This depiction of the deicide myth comes from the *Nuremberg Chronicle* from the early Renaissance. In medieval art, size denoted importance or power. Note that the Jew has no beard (see previous image) perhaps suggesting the danger from assimilated Jews.

This single-leaf woodcut (left) by an unknown artist before 1500 again uses similar tropes. Jesus' passion is clearly depicted as a ‘Jewish’ act.

Johann Friedrich Overbeck’s 1854 “The Nailing to the Cross” (right). Note the emergence of two interesting developments. In the middle, dominating the proceedings, almost emerging from the earth are three powerful Jews (a cabal) organizing the execution. Meanwhile, the Romans finally make an appearance. They cower at the power of the Jews! Of course, this is an inversion of history. The Romans slaughtered the Jews and Jesus died like many of his fellow Jews.

Hungarian artist Mihály Munkácsy’s 1884 painting (left) *Golgotha* shows similar iconography. Three Jews, with their backs turned on Jesus walk away into the darkness. Central is the image of the ladder held by a man with a beard (a Jew?) while the rest of the Jews, in dark clothing symbolizing their separation from the pure Jesus on the cross, are led by a man fitting the trope of Judas holding a bag of money. Christian belief was that Jews were forced to wander forever in punishment for deicide.

As Christian theological and spiritual identity grew, Christians came to understand the newly defined covenantal relationship with God in terms of replacing, or superceding what had come before. **Supercessionism** is the teaching that the New Covenant, established by Jesus, replaced the Old Testament’s Mosaic Covenant. Christians became the “new Israel” purified by Jesus’ sacrifice. As Christian identity embraced this triumphal vision, it often expressed itself as “against the Jews.” Interestingly, Christian tradition since Paul had taught that Jews were “fallen” not necessarily rejected by God. This “fall” had made it possible for Gentiles to be saved by the new covenant. One day, Jews too, it was believed, would come to see the “truth” revealed to the Gentiles. A classic trope used to illustrate the cultural and theological understandings were two women, **Ecclesia** (Church) and **Synagoga** (Synagogue). These symbols are most often found in churches and especially cathedrals.

As Christian theological and spiritual identity grew, Christians came to understand the newly defined covenantal relationship with God in terms of replacing, or superceding what had come before. **Supercessionism** is the teaching that the New Covenant, established by Jesus, replaced the Old Testament’s Mosaic Covenant. Christians became the “new Israel” purified by Jesus’ sacrifice. As Christian identity embraced this triumphal vision, it often expressed itself as “against the Jews.” Interestingly, Christian tradition since Paul had taught that Jews were “fallen” not necessarily rejected by God. This “fall” had made it possible for Gentiles to be saved by the new covenant. One day, Jews too, it was believed, would come to see the “truth” revealed to the Gentiles. A classic trope used to illustrate the cultural and theological understandings were two women, **Ecclesia** (Church) and **Synagoga** (Synagogue). These symbols are most often found in churches and especially cathedrals.

These two statues (left) from the south entrance of the Strasbourg Cathedral were created around 1230CE. These were meant to teach the illiterate masses about Christian identity. To the left is **Ecclesia** holding the symbol of the new covenant, the chalice, which holds the Eucharist (Greek for, body of Christ). The Church is triumphant with crown and imperial robe on her shoulders. With chalice and staff (cross) she has divine authority while she looks ahead assured of her mission in the world. **Synagoga**, on the other hand, looks down in shame having chosen to abandon her role in God’s divine plan. She is defeated, with her staff broken and the Torah slipping from her hand. Interestingly, she is blindfolded...
with a veil. The veil has a multitude of meanings both scriptural and metaphoric. The Church asserts that she is blind to her messiah due to the fact that Judaism died with the destruction of the Second Temple. Contemporary Jews, it was believed, were ignorant slaves, unable to read their own texts which, to Christians, predicted Jesus as messiah. Note that Synagoga is in fact beautiful. In this early depiction, Jews, once the chosen people, could be beautiful again if they accepted conversion to Christianity.

These statues can be found at the West entrance to Notre Dame Cathedral (ca.1240) in Paris. Note that Synagoga is not blindfolded, but her hat does cover her eyes. It is actually interesting to see how earlier cathedrals had almost beautiful images of Synagoga. After all, through conversion to Christianity, it was believed that Jews could once again assume a relationship with God. If not, they would remain spiritually dead. This framework is reflected in songs such as the popular Christmas hymn: “O come, O come, Emmanuel (Hebrew, “God is with us”) and ransom captive Israel. That mourns in lonely exile here. Until the Son of God appear Rejoice! Rejoice! Emmanuel Shall come to thee, O Israel.”

As time passed, the trope became more violent and vicious. Note that Ecclesia rides a creature with the heads of eagle, human, lion and bull, symbolizing the four Gospels while Synagoga rides an ass. Synagoga is now stabbed from the heavens which forces her crown to fall. Significantly, the blindfold has become much thicker and is also tied in a knot. Now Synagoga actively defies the Church by tying her own blindfold. In her right hand she holds a he-goat, a symbol of unbelievers.

St. John’s Church, Werben/Elbe River Germany (ca. 1414-1467).

Ecclesia on a horse is attacking Synagoga with a lance. Her shield carries the Christian symbol of a fish. The Synagogue is symbolized as riding a pig, the "Judensau." Her eyes are closed and with her left hand she holds on to a branch. This is a wood carving at the choir benches of the Erfurt cathedral in Thuringia, Germany (ca. 1400-1410.)
If the goal of this teaching had been to ostracize Jews and force their conversion the trope had failed and had outlived its usefulness. Jews, as a small minority in medieval Europe, had not converted and were being targeted for having rejected the “loving efforts” of Christians to “save” them. Medieval tropes began to shift to more sinister depictions of Jews.

**2nd Mutation: 11th Century Demonic Anti-Judaism**

Christian thought about Jews became more distorted over time. Jews, perceived by Christians as having “rejected” conversion, now became a demonic force in Christian imagination. Jews, seen as opposing Christianity, were portrayed as responsible for the evils of a troubled age. Generally, two major events shape this thinking: The Crusades of the 11th century and the Black Death of the 14th century.

When Crusaders took up the call to “liberate” Jerusalem (and plunder the Byzantine Empire en route) many chose to venture first to Jewish towns in the Rhine River Valley before proceeding east to the Holy Land. Believing that infidels (Jews) would seek out and rape the women they left behind, Crusaders preemptively slaughtered tens of thousands of innocent Jewish families along with some priests and bishops who attempted to stand up in their defense. Scholars suggest that many knights felt guilt – having butchered entire families – and justified their actions by claiming self-defense from a demonic foe. They argued that they had to attack “evil” Jews to protect their own families who would be defenseless while their men were fighting in the east. Preemptive attacks against a demonic Jewish foe seem to be something embraced by antisemites. The Nazis, for example, would constantly argue and self-justify their warped “war against the Jews” as nothing less than preventative self-defense.

We know that after the First Crusade there were structural similarities between European images assigned to Satan (previously a fallen, cherubic angel) and those assigned to Jews. Jews became a symbol of evil that “decent” Christians felt obligated to combat.

Belief in the myth of the “evil Jew” is embodied by the 12th century **blood libel** or ritual murder fantasies that emanated from Norwich, England in 1150. Jews, it was claimed, drained the blood of pure and innocent Christian children in order to make matzah bread for Passover. This became a bit of an obsession which is illustrated in the “Martyrdom” of Anderl” (left). He was a 3 year-old boy in Austria who became the focus of a blood-libel cult in the 17th century. This cult continued until the 1990s, when Bishop Reinhold Stecher had the images removed from church. Some churches still have the remains of a child on display with the blood libel charge posted for all to see.

The myth of blood libel is particularly strong today and has mutated into the somehow acceptable stories of supposed “organ harvesting” by the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF). This is a potent myth that continues to echo despite its rejection by Christianity. Blood Libel is an expression of Christian ritual understandings: The Eucharist is the body and blood and Christ and the crucifixion is the beginning of new life in the Easter season.

This late 15th century antisemitic painting (left) from Frankfurt-Main\(^5\) accuses Jews of ritual murder and bestiality. Note the child tied down as though crucified. Note also the Jews, with identifying badge, eat the excrement and suckle from the pig while Satan, also wearing the same badge, watches. This is the legend of the **Judensau**, or Jew pig, portraying Jews in intimate contact with the “impure” swine.

---

\(^4\) [https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/source/rinn.asp](https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/source/rinn.asp)

\(^5\) [http://www.laits.utexas.edu/bodian/me-medievalPersecutions.html](http://www.laits.utexas.edu/bodian/me-medievalPersecutions.html)
The inscription on this Judensau at Martin Luther’s church in Wittenberg, Germany. “Schem Ha Mphoras” refers to the belief of Jewish mystics that revelations of the nature of God could be found in secret combinations of numbers and words.

Blood libel fresco (left) in St. Paul’s Church, Sandomierz, Poland.

1250 French Bible illustration (right) depicts Jews being massacred by Crusaders. Note the religious justification as Jesus supports the slaughter from heaven and earth as the image is sanctified in an official Bible.

From the Hortus Deliciarum (Latin for Garden of Delights). It is a medieval manuscript compiled by Herrad of Landsberg at the Hohenburg Abbey in Alsace, better known today as Mont Sainte-Odile. It was an illuminated encyclopedia, begun in 1167 as a pedagogical tool for young novices at the convent. It is the first encyclopedia that was evidently written by a woman. It was finished in 1185, and was one of the most celebrated illuminated manuscripts of the period. In this image Jews burn in hell. Note the distinguishing hats and cauldron marked “Juda”.

As myths about evil Jewish behavior (the justification for preemptive actions) spread, Europe faced the horror of the Black Death. The trauma and dislocating nature of this cataclysm had a devastating impact on anti-Jewish thought. Now, it was imagined that Jews were part of an evil conspiracy against Christendom. They were seen as the offspring of Satan. This was fed by the preexisting myths and reinforced by the fact that some Jews could travel/had to travel in order to make a livelihood. Here in this 16th century French woodcut, the Jew is conjuring up Satan from a vat of Christian blood. Note the close proximity of the crucifixion linking this new conspiracy myth with the deicide myth.

This image (left) of burning Jews from the Flemish Chronicle around 1350 is one of the many European images testifying to the attacks on Jews in the years after the Black Death. Some 200 Jewish communities were destroyed.

Jews as an active demonic force, children of Satan, or manipulated by Satan is reflected in Mel Gibson’s “The Passion of the Christ” (above right) which borrows heavily on the medieval Christian imagination
and tropes of the devil and blood to create, in many ways, a new Passion Play for the screen.

Other fantasies about “evil Jewish behavior” took hold, such as the desecration of the Eucharist. This accusation arose after Pope Innocent III had recognized (1215) the doctrine of transubstantiation, which resulted in the public and general worship of the consecrated host. The Eucharist plays a primary role in Christian spirituality and religious identity. The first desecration accusation was made in 1243 at Belitz, near Berlin, and in consequence of it all the Jews of Belitz were burned on the spot subsequently called “Judenberg.”

Jews of Sternberg desecrating the Hosts. (From a woodcut issued by M. Brandls, Lübeck, 1492)

This image is from the Nuremberg Chronicle in 1493. The Franconian knight Rindfleisch's six-month rampage of reprisal for an alleged host desecration (1298) devastated 146 Jewish communities across southern Germany and left thousands dead. 728 Jews were murdered in Nuremberg alone. Hartmann Schedel, Liber chronicarum, Nuremberg, 1493.

Purifying through burning became more prevalent throughout the Middle Ages. The Talmud posed a real threat to the Church and its notion of the role of Jews. Jews had been tolerated as a people who stood in witness to the past and to the Old Testament which, in Christian belief, foretold the coming of Jesus. The Talmud, created in the years after the destruction of the 2nd Temple, suggested to Christians that Jews were not simply maintaining the sacred scriptures, but creating something new. To Christians, the only continuation of Judaism and revelation came through the Gospels and the redemption offered by Christ. Thus, the Talmud must be “false” writings that undermined the role Jews were assigned to play in Christian theology. Suddenly, Jews looked less like a witness to the past and more like a heretical challenge to the present. Here, Dominican monks burn confiscated Talmud. (Panel by Berruguete, 15th century.)
This image is from one of the most popular Catholic prayer books of the 14th Century. It depicts the French legend of a Jewish boy thrown into the oven by his father. Each devotional prayer book had a slightly different take on the story, but the basic idea was that a father discovered that his Jewish son had attended mass. In his fury, he threw his son into the fire. Clearly, this myth demonstrates repulsive behavior and creates the myth of the Jew as an active destroyer of innocence. In another version of the story, Mary descends from heaven, removes the boy from the flames, converts him, and then throws the father into the oven.

At this stage, as someone raised in a liberal Catholic tradition, I feel shame, but no guilt. I am forced to pause and reflect upon one of my guiding principles from Rabbi Greenberg: “No statement, theological or otherwise, ought to be made that would not be credible in the presence of the burning children (of Auschwitz).” There is something quite disturbing, but also revealing in this medieval prayer of consigning a Jew to the flames in the name of a higher moral good. What is at stake for Christian identity and practice after the Holocaust?

At the same time Passion plays depicting the torture and death of Jesus became prevalent in European cities. Though not officially sanctioned by the Church these week-long plays would be performed usually in ten-year cycles. Oberammergau Germany was the grandfather of them all was created in thanksgiving for surviving the bubonic plague. Like any performing art there was license to expand upon the story to make certain that the message went home. The use of devil imagery (devils, ravens, and other satanic symbols) in connection with Jews originates with Passion Plays. The plays were notorious for their antisemitism and ability to rile crowds as the actor playing Jesus died on the cross. Often, at this moment, the narrator would remind the audience, “remember who has done this” and the shaken and self-righteous mobs would descend upon Jewish neighborhoods.

In 1934, Hitler attended the 300th anniversary play. His comment: “It is vital for the Passion play to be continued at Oberammergau: for never has the menace of Jewry been so convincingly portrayed as in this presentation of what happened in the times of the Romans. There, one sees Pontius Pilate, a Roman racially and intellectually so superior that stands out like a firm, clean rock in the middle of the muck and mire of Jewry.”

Typically, Christian holy week, the period after Holy Thursday (the Last Supper) to Easter Sunday, were some of the most dangerous times for Jews. Sometimes Passover came at a similar time and Christian mobs sought out Jewish homes that were suspected of conducting ritual murders. This dark history is reflected today in the Haggadah (“Telling”), the Jewish text that sets forth the order of the Passover Seder (prayer). During the Seder Jewish families “open the door” to welcome Elijah who has a place at the table. Though not part of the original Seder, this became a staple during and after the middle ages. If the door was opened, it was hoped that Christian mobs could look in to see that no ritual murder was taking place and spare the occupants. Christianity and Christian identity has been wrestling with this history in light of the darkness of the Holocaust. When Pope John Paul II visited Israel and the Western Wall in March 2000 it was a significant moment for Christian-Jewish relations. For the first time the Church recognized the land of Israel as crucial to Judaism and thus rejected the “wandering Jew” myth that Jews were condemned to be homeless due to their supposed role in deicide. Additionally, the pope recognized rabbinic Judaism and its ongoing covenant with God. There was also something powerful in the once athletic pope limping in humility and respect to the place where the Jewish-Christian divide may have begun. Sadly, some in the Catholic hierarchy and bishops in the United States see John Paul II’s teachings and Nostra Aetate as merely “pastoral” without any theological significance.

---

3rd Mutation: Racial Antisemitism

One could argue that Christian anti-Judaism was well on the way toward greater racism (the *Judensau*) and large-scale violence towards Jews. However, the 18th century Enlightenment and “Age of Reason” provided a partial antidote for this Christian antisemitic progression. Religious teachings and traditionally accepted dogmas now had to stand up to the light of “reason.” Rationality replaced revelation. Science displaced superstition. Religiously based hatred was replaced/supplanted with non-religious criticism. The Church was weakened as the Enlightenment embraced the potential of the individual in what was seen as a new age of tolerance and freedom from “oppressive” religious authority and ignorant superstition. The French Revolution ushered in the era of nationalism and encouraged selfless loyalty to the nation and assimilation as the paramount virtues of patriotism. “Liberty, Equality, and Brotherhood to the death!” was a popular revolutionary slogan. Those who were reluctant to embrace this revolutionary identity were seen as suspect.

The Revolution and the Enlightenment opened up new opportunities. Old ways that were seen as restricting liberty were attacked. Jews gained citizenship in many states, began to assimilate with movements such as Reform Judaism, and with growing confidence began to speak the language of the land and live outside of Jewish districts. Clermont–Tonnerre’s “Speech on Religious Minorities and Questionable Professions” (23 December 1789) stated that, “We must refuse everything to the Jews as a nation and accord every Jew the rights he would enjoy if he were a citizen. Give them civil rights? I see no other way of doing this except to cut off all their heads one night and substitute other heads without a single Jewish thought in them. How shall we defend ourselves against them? I see no alternative but to conquer their promised land for them and to dispatch them all there. If they were granted civil rights they would trample on other citizens.

- Johann Fichte, a leader of the German Enlightenment, late nineteenth century

The 18th and 19th centuries brought additional dislocating trauma through the emergence of the Industrial Revolution. Church authority, less able to shape public opinion or, as in the past, restrain behavior through its ethical teachings, was unable to limit new antisemitic violence that emerged. Churches often embraced nationalism to promote their own place in society and viewed “modernism” as a threat evidenced by the depravities and exploitation of Industrial life. European power grew through industrialization and the era of High Imperialism in the late 19th century which found small European countries conquering and claiming enormous territories overseas. A new ideology emerged to justify the brutalities and benefits of colonial rule.

**Social-Darwinism**, adopted from Darwin’s “struggle for superiority and survival” was applied to states and their conflicts. States that flourished and survived did so, social-Darwinists argued, because they were organically and “racially” superior. In that these countries were white and their victims were non-European, racial stereotypes became grounded in a mainstream ideology. States that flourished did so because their “race” had demonstrated “superiority” and those that did not, somehow proved that they were inferior. States that could not compete or that crumbled simply “proved” they were unfit to survive.

This transfiguration of Darwin’s ideas allowed Europeans to distance themselves from questions of “right” or “wrong”. By concluding that progress came through a racial struggle for survival that followed the “natural” order of things, it became acceptable to claim that annihilating and subjugating others was ‘natural’ and had nothing to do with morality or immorality. Ethical considerations simply did not apply. This was a significant shift. Genocide was now implicitly justified and would unleash the powers of the modern state against foes that not only stood in the way of a nation’s self-interest, but whose destruction was justified as “progress”. This was true of racial inferior peoples outside the nation as well as suspect individuals within the nation who might
prove a threat to the progress that national and racial unity promised. Like the Crusades before them, a self-justifying ideology (let us not forget the power of European weaponry and economies) presented a socially and politically acceptable world view.

Wilhelm Marr’s 1879 creation of the term “antisemitism” was the outcome of this paranoid thinking. Previously, antisemitism could be defined as anti-Judaism: that is, religious contempt for Judaism, Jewish life and faith. Jews could be ‘saved’ through conversion to Christianity. Marr and his “League for Anti-Semitism” was focused on the supposed racial, as opposed to religious, characteristics of “the Jews” and the threat to the nation of Jewish assimilation. Antisemites embraced the new pseudo-science of “race” and argued that Jewishness was not a religion, but a racial category. Racial antisemitism sought to prove the superiority of the white “race” while “proving” the inferiority of the Jewish “race.” That racial inferiority was demonstrated “naturally”, they argued, by the fact that Jews had not formed their own nation or state. Instead, they argued, Jews simply lived off foreign cultures and nations like inferior life forms.

The continuity between Christian and national attitudes towards Jews was that both, for their own reasons, were suspicious of the sincerity in which Jews sought to coexist. Christians were still suspicious of the motives of Jewish converts while racists did not believe that assimilation necessarily admitted you into the nation. In fact, racial beliefs did not allow for “conversion.” One either belonged to a certain race or did not. This was seen as “natural” and had nothing to do with ethics or motives. As Christians had felt a religious duty to convert Jews to save souls, racists felt a duty to isolate Jews to preserve the “natural” order. Not coincidentally, 19th century antisemitism was marked by the idea of “racial” struggle.

Hostility towards Jews now grew on a national scale. New horrors and confusing transitions spawned new reasons to identify the culprits behind it all. Late 19th century Russian pogroms – violent attacks on Jewish communities with the aid or indifference of the government – signaled a new phase of deflecting national crises by scapegoating Jews. States could tap into previous religious views as well as newly defined racial ones. It was relatively easy for those in power to stoke the fire of antisemitism whenever they needed to distract people from their own failings, explain away confusing and disruptive times, or provide an outlet for fear.

This 1894 depiction of Alfred Dreyfus in France illustrates the “3rd mutation” of antisemitism. Dreyfus, the only Jew on the French General Staff, was accused of being a traitor for having supposedly given secrets to the Germans. Years later he was found innocent, but the depiction of Dreyfus as a serpent, something less than human, shows the cultural shift to racism. The French Catholic Church, promoting their “patriotism”, supported the French military in denouncing the innocent Dreyfus. The snake images revealed the curiously acceptable mixture of Christian ideas of Satan with the new concept of racism. Although the Catholic Church rejected racism, the imagery still spoke to long-held beliefs. Jews were both evil and non-human. Anti-Judaism and antisemitism could coexist.

Perhaps the most notorious and pernicious antisemitic invention was the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. Begun in Russia in 1902, this fake, supposed expose fraud plagiarized other poorly written works – having nothing to do with Jews – and forged together a powerful myth of Jewish world conspiracy. Supported by Tsar Nicholas II, the forgery “revealed” in spectacular fashion the “protocols” Jews use to destroy and control the entire world. This was a modern, racially charged version of the Jewish conspiracy theory that had first emerged centuries before in the wake of the Black Death. All modern evils were revealed to be part of a global Jewish conspiracy. This fantasy book has proven to be both durable and transferable. When identity is threatened or things are unclear or frightening, conspiracy theories seem to provide easily understood explanations. Conspiracy fantasies provide the believer with a ready explanation to confusing realities and offer a false sense of control. Today the Protocols are currently a top seller in the Middle East and amongst antisemites globally. Until recently copies could even be purchased at Wal Mart.
The basic themes of “Jewish” conspiracies in the Protocols (as they have evolved). Jews:

1. Invent alcoholism
2, 9, 12. Propagate ideas of all possible complexities with the task of undermining established forms of order including Darwinism, Marxism, Nietzsche-ism, Liberalism, Socialism, Communism, Anarchism, and Utopianism.
4. Create materialism
5. Invent world government
7. Initiate the world wars
10. Create universal suffrage
11. Curtail civil liberties with the excuse of defeating the enemies of peace
11, 12, 17. Create the impression of the existence of freedom of press, freedom of speech, democracy and human rights, all of which are subsequently undermined and become mere illusions or deceptive smokescreens behind which actual oppression lies
13. Create distractions
14. Create pornographic literature
14, 17. Destroy Christianity and other religions. This is followed by a transitional stage of atheism, followed finally with the hegemony of Judaism
16. Brainwash people
20. Create economic depressions, progressive taxation on property, and decimate states by foreign loans (that they secretly control)
23. Unleash forces of violence under the mask of principles of freedom, only to have the ‘King of the Jews’ demolish those very forces to make him appear the savior

The imminent Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg summed up this progression:

The missionaries of Christianity had said in effect: You have no right to live among us as Jews.
The secular rulers that followed had proclaimed: You have no right to live among us.
The German Nazis at last decreed: You have no right to live.⁸

QAnon

The QAnon conspiracy fantasy gained traction due to trauma caused by a pandemic (contagion lie from Black Death, the Protocols, and Nazi Germany); white supremacist hate leaders in positions of significant public power; the internet as vehicle; and tropes that tapped into Christian and other antisemitic traditions and tropes. QAnon combines contagion fantasies with Blood Libel accusations, usurping the #Saveourchildren as a campaign to expose supposed child sex traffickers who were part of a Jewish-Democratic-Hollywood cabal. Nazified terms such as “The Storm” (depicting the moment – January 6, 2021) when President Trump revealed

---

⁸ https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/hilberg-on-the-holocaust-2
the cabal and brought them to swift justice and execution. White supremacy and racism combined with politics
as democratic leaders such as Hilary Clinton and then presidential candidate Joe Biden were tarred as “child
molesters.” On May 16 and November 3, 2020, for example, President Trump accused Joe Biden of preying
upon children and Fox and Friends accused Joe Biden of suddenly gaining youthful strength (blood libel) in
September 2020. In times of trauma, fear, and transition, people seek “confirmation bias” or the desire to seek
out and interpret data or events that reinforce their point of view. Indeed, creating false binaries, “us vs them”,
are part of the coping strategies of traumatized people. It is a self-feeding loop that rejects external information
or facts that would challenge an identity forced into a false binary in an attempt to regain some sort of control
in times of worry.

Nazi Germany:

The devastation of the First World War shook Western civilization to the core. Racism, social-Darwinism,
industrialism and national identity had come together in a vortex of destruction. Germany, only relatively
recently formed as a state (1871) was still wrestling with its national (rather than traditionally regional, ethnic,
social, religious) identities. When Hitler and Nazism emerged from the ashes of the war their racial worldview
and antisemitism was a culmination of all that had come before. Their ideology appealed to nationalists,
eugenicist, antisemites, conservatives, colonialists, Christians, and opportunists. The “Volk” had a uniquely
German appeal/force in finding a communal and national identity that connected “Germans” to history, the soil,
even “race.” This need for a communal identity, although deeply present before, was particularly felt in the
chaos following the First World War. The Nazis were driven by a paranoid fear of the past, present, and future.
From the dehumanization of the trenches they came to believe that war and violence were methods to solve
issues and solidify the identity of the “Volk.” Preemptive attacks on all those who threatened their identity were
justified in their self-perceived struggle for survival.

It is in moments of trauma that frightened people cling to conspiracy theories despite facts. The “big lie” spun
by German aristocrats and generals (who had driven Germany into World War I and then lost it) was to avoid
responsibility by blaming Jews for “stabbing Germany in the back.” In truth, 85,000 Jews served. 70% saw
frontline duty. 35,000 medals were awarded for bravery and 18,000 received the Iron Cross. 12,000 died.

Ideology is an effective mythological articulation of cultural ideas and symbols, some of which lie just below the
level of conscious thought. Nazi ideology rooted itself in racial science, anthropology and biology to create a
worldview that would explain the confusing post-war world. Nazi ideology divided the world into the
Ubermenschen (worthy of life) the Untermenschen (subhumans to be enslaved) and it was the duty of the
Ubermenschen to subjugate the Untermenschen and enslave them. This touches upon national trauma in an
era shaped by the ethos and logic of colonialism which valued subjugation to establish a racial hierarchy. Jews
were identified as the Ungeziefer (vermin). This would become something different than colonialism or the Jim
Crow South which sought to preserve differences through institutional racism. More importantly, with the failed
Weimar state this construct made logical sense.

The Nazi revolution offered something radically and urgently new by telling a story of national origins (picking
and choosing from a symbolic repertoire from “remembered” history) that described who they were, are, and
what the future would be. Using contemporary ideas and inventing and constructing memories of a mythical
German past, they gave meaning to the process that would evolve into the Holocaust. It was not ideology that
shaped people as much as it was an imagination that “made sense” of the ideology being presented. Nazism
was shaped in the crucible of German culture and defeat in war. Even before 1933, for example, some
German theologians and scholars were exploring ways to “de-Judaize” and therefore “purify” the Protestant
churches. Nazism, according to Rudolf Hess, was “applied biology” or, in other words, the creation of a new
humanity struggling to eradicate perceived threats to its survival. German racial supremacy and the Volk would
be based on eradicating not just Jews, but Judaism and all that it supposedly entailed. Thus, Nazi racism was
not solely about biology, but was also focused on perceived threats to the future “Aryan blood.” Nazi
antisemitism liberated the conscience of many Germans (and others) by removing the individual Jew (and any
historical memory of life with Jews – good or bad) and supplanting it with the urgent need to fight the symbolic
power of “Judaism” and the Jewish “spirit.” This would be a revolution that, as my friend and survivor Tom Weissshaus likes to say, would remove conscience from human interaction. It would expand the possibilities of a human imagination unrestrained by the ethics of the Bible which had informed Jewish and Christian identities. This “perfect storm” would be driven by trauma, Nazi ideology (to the degree it became an expression of cultural desires), and the power of a modern nation-state. Claudia Koontz writes that the “road to Auschwitz was paved with righteousness.”

According to Hans-Juergan Schultz, “The wiping out of the Jews would be inconceivable without the cooperation and participation of the Christians. It came neither suddenly nor unexpectedly. It is no accident that the ideologues of antisemitism borrowed their symbolic weapons extensively from the arsenal of Christianity. Society had been deeply conditioned by, among other things, religious teaching to the idea of targeting Jews. Although the Nazis rejected Christianity (in part because the Nazis recognized Jesus as Jew) the Nazis often used Christian symbols and language and operated within the thought processes of Christian imagination and tradition when speaking to their mostly Christian population.

Historian Jeffrey Herf’s work focuses on the power of conspiracy thinking as a driving force for Nazi ideology, its appeal, and its power to escalate antisemitism into a genocidal program.

Consider which parts of Nazi antisemitism is new and which are parts of a continuum.

“Crucifixion” in Der Stürmer, January 1939. Der Stürmer was the most notorious newspaper in Nazi Germany. It published not only vulgar antisemitic articles, but also loathsome anti-Jewish caricatures created by Philipp Rupprecht. This image depicts the "Jew" as a warmonger who looks on approvingly as the non-Jewish world is crucified on a cross marked "war" (Krieg). USHMM Collection, Gift of Virginius Dabney

Nazi Children’s book, "Der Giftpilz" (The Poisonous Mushroom) (right).

Inside page: "When you see a cross, then think of the horrible murder by the Jews on Golgotha..."

While the cover’s overt racial antisemitism was often rejected by some churches, the interior illustrations were perhaps less problematic.

Why mushrooms? They are plentiful in Germany, but without expertise, they could be dangerous.

---

This page was submitted as evidence at the Nuremberg war crimes trials after the war. How were Nazi propagandists utilizing the imaginations of their Christian citizens? What did the perpetrators think they were doing? (May 1939 cover from *Der Stürmer* depicting “Ritual Murder”.)

"The Standard Bearer", by Hubert Lanzinger, circa 1935. USHMM

This portrait depicts Hitler as a messianic crusading figure gazing toward a better future for Germany. It was first displayed at the Great German Art Exhibition in Munich in 1937. Heinrich Hoffmann, Hitler's official photographer and an exhibition judge, had the image made into a postcard around 1938. After the war, a U.S. soldier pierced the painting with a bayonet. U.S. Army Center of Military History, Washington, D.C.

How does this image speak to questions of German, European, and Christian identities?

How does this Nazi propaganda poster “Long Live Germany!” embody and appeal to a positive Christian identity in the construction of a new world and a new humanity? Note the symbolic image of the Holy Spirit anointing the movement. How does the messiah figure illustrate that ideology only makes sense within an imaginable construct?

It is a consistent response by Nazi perpetrators that Jews had to die in order to stop their growing “world domination.” Germany, however unpleasant the task was, had to preemptively strike at “the Jews” in order for the German nation to survive. Thus, the Holocaust becomes a “moral act” in the minds of the perpetrators.

I have argued that antisemitism is often embraced by people driven by fear and confusion who are seeking explanations to make sense of a troubling world. This is only a partial explanation as to why antisemitism continues to flourish. Nothing is easily explained away – especially antisemitism. But it is helpful, I think, to explore antisemitism from issues of identity and imagination. Humans seem to need to create an ‘other’ as they establish their own identity. The pressing issue is whether we see difference as a problem to be solved or as an opportunity to find, as Regina Schwartz phrases, a “plentitude of truth.”

Recently a photo album was discovered and verified by the USHMM as the album almost certainly belonging to and created by SS-Obersturmführer Karl Höcker, the adjutant to the commandant of Auschwitz, SS-Sturmbannführer Richard Baer. Höcker was stationed at Auschwitz from May 1944 until the evacuation of the camp in January 1945. As the Soviet army closed in the killing at Auschwitz continued. While the gas chambers were operating, the album shows daily life among the SS. It is a chillingly disturbing collection of how life for the perpetrator had been normalized. This December 1944 Auschwitz photo shows SS officer Karl Hoecker lighting a candle on a Christmas tree. The caption reads “Julfeier 1944” (the Nazi name for a pre-
Christian Yule celebration). Although the Nazis rejected Christianity, this picture illustrates a continuum of identity from Hoecker's past that is both revealing and deeply troubling. The perpetrators were by-and-large very “normal” people.

The antidote for the third mutation of antisemitism seemed to have come with the liberation of Nazi camps, the Nuremberg Trials, the UN Genocide Convention, the Eichmann Trial and subsequent scholarship and growing public connection to the trauma of the Holocaust. “Never again!” signaled that public attitudes had shifted to no longer tolerating the mainstream acceptance or expression of antisemitism. It was no longer socially or culturally acceptable. Of course, that only meant that this mutation had been weakened, not eliminated. A new virus would mutate around this antidote and allow for a new, publically accepted expression of antisemitism. This new mutation, like those in the past, would find mainstream justification, be seen as redemptive and decent, and thrive and spread alongside previous mutations. Antisemitism since the 19th century is framed within a genocidal and eliminationist mindset.

The 4th Mutation: Anti-Zionism

Arguably, the previous expressions of antisemitism are more easily identifiable than what Rabbi Saks’ identifies as its most contemporary strain. The state of Israel certainly is the excuse and/or conduit for expressing antisemitism in our world today. During the 2014 war in Gaza against Hamas, a terrorist organization whose mission it is to “obliterate” Israel, some Europeans (Germans included) marched in support to ‘send Jews to the gas.’ We have heard antisemitism constructed in the imagination as the explanation for an abstract symbol of evil. Now, we see the transference of that thinking away from “Jews” and onto Israel. The Nazis justified their social-darwinistic antisemitic thinking by reasoning that Jews were stateless and thus unfit to survive. Today the Jews have a state of Israel and it, projected as the new and singular “evil” in the world, must not survive. And yet, I am still hesitant to lump all critics of Israel into the same bunch. There are many cultural, geopolitical, national, religious, and ideological motives (to state just a few) that give and allow for the expression of identity at the expense of Jews and Judaism. As antisemitism is often expressed through accepted norms of constructed (and contested) memory claims it is often difficult to untangle, let alone identify and condemn, its contemporary expressions. As my experience has been through a Catholic perspective I do not claim to address the complex Muslim world with any authority. The history of Muslim antisemitism needs to be explored through other sources. I will attempt to give a broad outline of two origins of modern antisemitism as “anti-Zionism.” Let us begin this final section with the guidance of Michael Berenbaum. This framework will help to summarize where we have been and help identify current expressions of antisemitism.

Michael Berenbaum’s Common Elements of Antisemitism:11

- Antisemitism is ongoing and builds upon previous constructs
- The Jew as absolute evil expressed according to prevailing worldview
  (Christianity: Jews are killers of God, anti-Christ, and Satan. Nationalism and racism: Jews as aliens. Universalism: Israel as nationalist, racist, post-colonialist expansionist evil.)
- Desire for power
  (ie: conspiracy theories, thirst for blood, infanticide, lust for money)
- Genetic deficiency
- Verbal or physical attacks

---

The twentieth century saw the expansion of the concept of human rights. New laws were formed and treaties were signed. All this was progress. For the antisemite, it became the new language through which antisemitism must be and could be expressed and understood. A certain twisted logic of the antisemite in the post Holocaust world began to argue that: antisemitism is evil; racism is evil; the Holocaust was the worst (privileging it) crime ever (feeding into an initial postwar reaction) committed; Nazism was evil; therefore, Israel, being a “racist state” is similar to Nazi Germany and for the good of the world, must be destroyed. I cannot explore the complexities of ideologies and identities expressed unilaterally vis-à-vis Israel. Nor will I attempt to explain the complexities of the Israeli/Palestinian conflict. Instead, it might be helpful to identify the origins of such pernicious thinking to identify what is at stake. Today all the previous expressions of antisemitism can be found in many attacks on Israel and Israelis. It is common to see old Nazi propaganda (ie: stab in the back myth) or debunked Christian myths (ie: deicide, ritual murder) twisted against Israel today as seen in this cartoon (left) in Al-Istiqlal (Palestinian Authority), June 1, 2001.

Even at the 2013 Oscar ceremony, comedian Seth MacFarlane flippantly used a crude antisemitic myth and joked about the ‘Jewish control of Hollywood’ after a skit honoring Christopher Plummer had an SS soldier in full regalia come up on stage to reenact a scene from the Sound of Music. People laughed. I felt sickened. If we can identify these expressions of antisemitism and their origins – that we dare not say in front of the burning children – then perhaps we can recognize the deeply rooted sense of targeting that Jews constantly live with and therefore live responsibly in the shadow of the Holocaust (and violations of human rights).

**Origins of “Anti-Zionism”**

I am aware of my failure to address Muslim origins of antisemitism and will instead focus on those contexts that emanate from what we have previously explored. I will use broad brush strokes here as we have already created an analytical framework. Each of the following needs further exploration.

Haj Amin al-Husseini (1895-1974) was among the first post-World War I “Arab nationalists” opposing colonial British and French rule. He was appointed the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem under the post-World War I British mandate system. As mufti, his most successful project was the restoration of the Dome of the Rock and the al-Aqsa mosque which greatly enhanced the status of Jerusalem in the Muslim world. But al-Husseini was an extremist who, having fled Palestine, found a home in Nazi Germany and befriended Hitler, Himmler and Eichmann. From Berlin he broadcast Nazi antisemitism with an Arabic flair into the Middle East from a radio station funded by the SS. When four Einsatzgruppen units (special action killing squads) were active in murdering the Jews of the Soviet Union in the first mass wave of executions in 1941, al-Husseini volunteered to help coordinate the extermination of Jewish settlers in Palestine through a fifth Einsatzgruppen, E (Egypt) that was to be attached to Rommel’s Afrika Korps. Einsatzgruppen E had only 24 German support personnel and would have relied upon the manpower reinforcements from al-Husseini’s volunteers to do the killing. Einsatzgruppen E never became operational as it appears that Rommel wanted nothing to do with them (they remained in Greece) and due to the defeat of the Afrika Korps in the battles of El Alamein in 1942. Additionally, al-Husseini was instrumental in recruiting two Muslim SS Hanjar (Sword) divisions that would fight in Yugoslavia and also carried out security duties in Hungary. [Note: At the same time, the Catholic Church turned a blind eye towards Catholic participation – including priests – in the massacres of Jews in Croatia. Indeed, Archbishop Stepinac, involved in the Jasenovic camp is elevated to Cardinal after the war and nominated for sainthood by Pope John Paul II.]
The Role of Joseph Stalin and Soviet Propaganda in the Cold War

As head of a state traumatized by World War II and his own mass murders, Stalin was focused on maintaining a unified Soviet state and destroying any sense of national identity/nationalism either within the state or in occupied Europe. Although an original supporter of the fledgling state of Israel he quickly changed his position in 1948. With Jewish identity revitalized by the stunning survival of Israel in the 1948 war, Stalin faced the problematic example of Jews in the Soviet Union rallying around the new state of Israel. Zionism (Israel as the home of the Jewish people) posed a threat to Stalin’s ability to subjugate the multi-ethnic police state and he therefore campaigned against Zionism with the goal of discouraging any national movements. Stalin attacked the Jewish state by revitalizing the vulgar and Russian-invented Protocols of the Elders of Zion (a cultural reference point into previous antisemitic beliefs and behaviors). It was Stalin who helped galvanize the perceptual shift of “Jewish conspiracy” into “Israeli conspiracy.” Soviet propagandists quoted and manipulated the Protocols: ‘Jews control the media. Zionism is a great invisible power whose octopus like tentacles expand into every sphere of politics, finance, religion, media…’

In the 1950s, anti-Zionism also proved an effective tool in rallying the communist east against the capitalist West in the deepening Cold War. The negative image of the “Jew” linked to “American imperialism” had its origins in France in the 1930s. Some French blamed the spread of “American imperialism” on “globalization by the Jewish cinema” and the propaganda of Hollywood and “black jazz.” Soviet propaganda built upon this and identified Zionism with both fascism and American imperialism. Soviet satellite states were often used as the “testing grounds” for anti-Zionist initiatives. Eastern European communist governments rediscovered that they could crush threats to their power or redirect criticism of their corruption by utilizing the traditional eastern European tactics of blaming “the Jews.” In Poland, for example, barely 30,000 Jews remain after the war (.1% of the population). And yet, Polish communist leaders often effectively blamed “the Jews” for post-war problems.

In December 1952, at the Czechoslovakia Party Congress, Zionists were accused of exploiting their suffering under Nazism to manipulate non-Jewish sympathy. In that same year, in Poland, Soviet speakers talked of Israeli campaigns to ‘exterminate Arab populations in Israel’ and conducting a “genocidal policy” that was identical to Hitler’s. In 1953, Stalin spoke of Israel as a “bridgehead for U.S. aggression against the Soviet Union and all peace-loving peoples” while also accusing Zionists of collaborating with the Nazis in the extermination of Jews. This coincided with Soviet allegations that the U.S. had delayed opening the second front in World War II – implying Zionist scheming. Finally, in that year, Zionism was labeled as “racist” and “colonialist.”

In the 1960s and 70s, with Stalin gone, anti-Zionism continued to be a crucial part of the Soviet Union’s Cold War strategy. In 1965 Polish communists proposed that Zionism be linked to colonialism, racism, and all other colonial evils. Soviet propaganda ratcheted up after 1967 Six Day War when Israel, backed by U.S. weaponry, destroyed larger Arab armies equipped with Soviet weaponry. On July 5, 1967, in response to this humiliation and the possible diplomatic fallout, Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev connected Israel to Nazism (the big taboo) by claiming, “in their atrocities it seems they [the Israelis] want to copy the crimes of the Hitler invaders.” In 1975 the United Nations, under heavy pressure from the Soviets, declared “Zionism” to be synonymous with racism.

Soviet propaganda resonated in Arab world after 1948. It served Arab national interests to go along with their great ally in the Soviet Union who were finding hot spots to battle the West. Ironically, Arab nations accepted Soviet aid and the Cold War anti-Zionism rhetoric that went along with it due in part to having been
disillusioned by the West after World War I that had promised Arab national freedom but instead had implemented the post-World War I mandate system. Mix elements of Muslim extremism (such as Hassan al-Banna, the Muslim Brotherhood, and the Grand Mufti) with state corruption, a rejection of modern egalitarian ideas, and humiliation on the battlefield, the Arab world became a hotbed of antisemitism. In this context, anti-Zionism has been an outlet for venting Arab frustration and militancy. Israel is singled out as the root of all evil while other state and individual crimes are ignored and deflected towards a “pariah state.” Antisemitism and Holocaust denial are fueled by the Israeli/Palestinian/Arab war, but Israel is not the root cause or origin. It is important to reiterate that antisemitism based on the concept of a “Jewish [Israeli] world conspiracy” is not rooted in Islamic tradition, but in European mind-sets. Its lethal, corrupting, and destructive legacy is expressed in the Hamas Covenant of 1988:

For Zionist scheming has no end, and after Palestine they will covet expansion from the Nile to the Euphrates. Only when they have completely digested the area on which they will have laid their hand, they will look forward to more expansion, etc. Their scheme has been laid out in the Protocols of the Elders of Zion... - Article 32

After the Holocaust, Christianity discovered that antisemitism had created an identity crisis that threatened both their self-understanding and their ethical role in the world. Islam is beginning to acknowledge the same threat. In England, “Muslims Against Antisemitism” has formed recognizing the polluting effect this hatred has on Muslim ethics. History is rife with examples of religion inciting violence in its followers. Religion has also served to mitigate violence by embracing the fundamental principle of hospitality to the other. Why are Jews constantly exempted from this ethic of hospitality by their religious neighbors? What is at stake for religious identity and behavior?

The shaping of anti-Israel rhetoric by both Nazi and Communist propagandists are reflected in contemporary cartoons, accusations that shape the international debate, and the unavoidable fact that both the revised Protocols and Mein Kampf are top sellers in the Arabic world today. Finally, it was the European Left and Communists in particular who adopted Palestinian national liberation as a “cause celebre.” It was the combination of Soviet support, Arab nationalism and antisemitism that created the twisted logic and modern mantra of anti-Zionists, “Zionism=racism=Nazism.”

Separate from this dynamic, we live in a world seemingly in turmoil. We fear terrorism, disease, dislocation, changing mores, and globalization. It is an era ripe for conspiracy theories and an easy embrace of antisemitism (in all of its manifestations) to explain away the confusion. We must use education to identify the origins of and costs of hatred. We have the power and choice to reject fear and embrace complexity. We must allow our identities to be informed by diversity not threatened by it. We cannot accept simple mantras and narrowly defined ideologies to imprison us. How can we move forward and find opportunities for peace, for the many peoples who deserve it, if antisemitism poisons the waters?
2016 International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition:

“Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities."

To guide IHRA in its work, the following examples may serve as illustrations:

Manifestations might include the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity. However, criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country cannot be regarded as antisemitic. Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.

Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace, and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are not limited to:

• Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.
• Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
• Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
• Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust). Adopt the following non-legally binding working definition of antisemitism: “Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.”
• Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.
• Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.
• Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.
• Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.
• Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
• Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
• Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.